
Hearing Noises Seeing Brightness

Managing Devices Measuring Energy

Feeling Temperature Communicating

Connect your
smartphone to
your living spaces

Are the kids sitting
in front of the TV again? 

Manage your children’s TV watching
age-appropriately with TVnanny.

The kids are at home alone in the afternoon. Now what’s more fun than 
sitting in front of the TV or playing a video game?

With the QApp TVnanny you determine with your smartphone how much time 
in front of the TV or a video game is age-appropriate for your children. Once 
the TV or gaming time is consumed, the TV or gaming console is turned off 
automatically.

Is my baby fine? 

Stay aware at
any time with BabyMonitor.

The QApp BabyMonitor helps you to stay informed about the activities of your 
baby – even and especially when you are not in its immediate vicinity.

QGate registers your baby’s noises and informs you about its activities via text 
message or e-mail. Additionally connect a light source or a radio with calming 
music to your QGate which is switched on every time your baby needs you.

Having a spontaneous party? 

With FacebookSwitch you
share even more with your friends.

Social Media networks have become an indispensable part of our everyday life. 
Wouldn’t it be exciting if your electrical devices could also communicate with 
your friends?

With the QApp FacebookSwitch you are switching a QGate-connected device 
with your smartphone and simultaneously post a message for your Facebook 
friends. For example switch the infrared cabin already on with your smartphone 
when you are on your way home and invite your friends to a spontaneous after-
work-wellness-session. Or simply turn on your stereo with your smartphone 
and let your friends know that you are partying right now. For tweets to your 
followers use the TwitterSwitch.

Barbecue is ready!

Intelligent Technology  

Features & Sensors

Different integrated features & sensors turn
your QGate into an intelligent mobile controller
for your home, your office or while travelling.

Designed and manufactured in Austria.
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Not sure if the straightener / 
the iron is turned off?  

Play safe with QSwitch.

We all know the problem. We are in a hurry making our hair or ironing our shirt 
and when we leave our home we are haunted by the question: Did I switch off 
the straightener / the iron?

With the QApp QSwitch you can switch QGate-connected electrical devices on 
and off with your smartphone. Wherever you are. In addition you get informed 
in case a QGate-connected device breaks down. One look at the QApp is 
enough to get certainty. Of course you can connect any electrical device of your 
choice to QGate. For example switch on your floor lamp with your smartphone 
already before you enter your home. Or get informed in case your QGate-
connected refrigerator breaks down

Is everything alright at home?  

Bring comfort and security into
your own four walls with QChalet.

Business trips, holidays, workshops – our homes, holiday houses or offices 
are often unattended. It is a good feeling to be sure that everything is alright.

The QApp QChalet is a mobile alarm system for your home, your office, your 
room or your holiday house. With QChalet you simulate presence when you 
aren’t at home for a longer period of time, monitor the room temperature 
or simply switch QGate-connected devices on and off from afar with your 
smartphone. Additionally QGate registers noises as well as changes in the 
lighting conditions and informs you in case the smoke alarm is going off or 
the curtain is drawn.

What is QGate?   

At first sight just an elegant, black adapter plug, QGate connects living spaces 
and electrical devices to the internet and renders them monitorable and 
controllable via your smartphone – whenever you want and wherever you are. 
This includes:

• monitoring & control of electrical devices (e.g. domestic appliances)
• monitoring of temperature
• monitoring of energy consumption values
• detection of changes in lighting conditions
• detection of acoustic signals / sounds 

QGate is plugged into the plug socket, i.e. between the plug socket and an 
electrical device. The QGate is operated via the QGate App (for Apple devices, 
Android devices and web browser) which offers different applications, so-
called QApps. The QApps turn QGate into a personal mobile controller. 

The applications range from simply switching on and off QGate-connected 
devices via temperature and energy consumption monitoring through to 
presence simulation with your smartphone.

Depending on the QApp used, you get informed, for example, about device 
failures or temperature fluctuations via SMS, e-mail, Facebook or Twitter 
notifications.

QGate is communicating via GSM/GPRS and is ready for use within a few 
moments without WiFi-installation.

Do my plants 
have it nice and warm?   

With QFrost you are protecting your green
house, holiday house etc. against frost.

Throughout the year you were caring for your plants. The winter is coming and 
now it was all for nothing? A heating failure can be very unpleasing in the cold 
time of year. With QFrost you prevent freezing of water pipes and other frost 
damages.

With QFrost you monitor the temperature in your green house, basement or 
winter garden via your smartphone. In case the temperature is dropping below 
your desired level, you get a message from QGate and can intervene.
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Worried about your
loved ones at home?   

Stay in touch with them wherever you are with QCare.

Actually Grandpa / Mom / Aunt Martha is still fit. However it is soothing to 
know that everything is alright with your loved ones at home – especially when 
you are not with them.

The QApp QCare supports you in the care for elderly or sick people that are 
especially close to your heart but do not need permanent care yet. In case 
QGate does not register any activity in your loved one’s home over a certain 
predefined period of time (e.g. coffee machine is not used, no acoustic activi-
ties, no changes in lighting conditions), QGate informs you and you can have a 
look if your loved ones are fine.


